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UTC Sheffield

A University Technical
College offers a head start
for high quality careers
from age 14.
At UTC Sheffield, you will study GCSEs
and A Levels alongside technical
qualifications working with top
employers and universities.
Pictured: UTC students using Oculus Rift technology as part of a virtual
reality project to trial the design of prosthetic limbs for amputees, working
with Sheffield Hallam University
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UTC Sheffield

Welcome
A big vision lies at the heart of UTC Sheffield – to
develop the next generation of Britain’s creatives,
engineers, designers, technicians and scientists, who
together will help to solve the global challenges that
lie ahead of us and revive a strong economy.
These highly skilled young people will be the innovators and
enterprising employees of tomorrow, helping to create new industries
and providing much-needed talent for existing businesses and public
services in our region and beyond.
Our aim is to deliver an outstanding educational experience grounded
in real, relevant workplace practice. Partnerships with world-class
employers, colleges and universities give our students a unique start to
their future careers.
We provide education today for the jobs of tomorrow.
I hope this prospectus gives you a flavour of what we offer, and that you
will be eager to join us on our journey to academic excellence.

Key sponsors:

Nick Crew
Executive Principal, UTC Sheffield
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UTC Sheffield

Introducing
UTC Sheffield

A different approach to education…
University Technical Colleges
(UTCs) have been designed to
meet the needs of employers for
up-and-coming young talent with
the right skill sets and knowledge
to fill the jobs of tomorrow.

“It is hard to overstate
the significance of the
UTC methodology and
how much business
appreciates what it
offers. The UTC has
delivered everything it
said it would in the first
year and, as a result, so
have employers. I have
never seen such a good
example of employer
engagement.”
Richard Wright,
Executive Director, Sheffield Chamber
of Commerce and Industry

UTCs take students as young as 14 and offer
a combination of technical qualifications
alongside GCSEs and A Levels. This
combination of academic and technical
learning is unique, equipping students for
apprenticeships, university or jobs.
The curriculum is influenced by employers,
and the learning experience includes a broad
range of activities with employers.
UTC Sheffield City Centre opened its doors in
September 2013 specialising in Engineering
and Creative & Digital Industries. The first set
of graduates emerged in 2015 with excellent
results, particularly in technical qualifications,
and a portfolio of employer-based experience
to help them stand out from the crowd.
Sheffield’s second UTC, UTC Sheffield Olympic
Legacy Park, opened in September 2016 on
the site of the visionary new Olympic Legacy
Park. This UTC specialises in Health Sciences,
Sport Science and Computing and focuses
on exciting new opportunities in healthcare,
wellbeing, sport science, coding and data
science.
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UTC Sheffield

Employer-led
learning
Over 60 top employers and both of Sheffield’s major
universities have already contributed to the success
of the UTC. Now a host of additional employers are
contributing to the development of our second campus.
Pictured: University mentor Warren Fearn, Head of Programme, York St John University
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UTC student Saad on placement with global engineering
consultants, Mott Macdonald

The employer-led curriculum
and the whole approach of
the UTC enables students to
develop their employability skills
such as problem-solving, time
management, organisation,
team working, leadership and
communication.
Curriculum
The student experience at the UTC is
dominated by employer-led projects. These
projects drive not only the specialist, technical
elements of the curriculum but also the
academic and employability elements too.
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UTC student Jack was delighted to get the chance to work in
Gripple, a world-leader in innovative manufacturing

How does it work?
Every project is different but here is an
outline of how it usually works:
1. Employers provide a commission –
a problem they need solving or
a piece of work they regularly
undertake in their businesses.
2. They usually visit the UTC to give a
briefing and set the assignment at
the beginning.
3. If it is a long project, they might
come back in to the UTC to see how
students are getting on and provide
some mentoring or a master class.
4. At the end of the project students
present their work to the employer
and receive feedback. They might
also visit the employer.
The project is studied as part of the
curriculum – it provides a practical
scenario to which students can apply
their learning, so throughout the project
students are learning their course units
but always related to the world of work.
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UTC Sheffield

Here are some examples of Employer-led Projects in the
Engineering and Creative & Digital specialisms.
Rolls-Royce is just one of the
major employers working with
the UTC on a regular basis.
Graduates and Apprentice
Engineers from Rolls-Royce visit
the UTC to support students
undertaking a specially
commissioned module in
Engineering Design – one of the
course units.

Warp Films is a BAFTA awardwinning film and television
production company with offices
in Sheffield and London as well
as a sister company in Australia.
Warp has become an established
international brand within the
film and television industry
following the success of This Is
England and Four Lions.

Year 10 students are asked to design an
aeroplane refuelling pump. The amount
of time a plane has to spend refuelling
is a major factor in commercial aviation.
It requires some sharp mathematical
thinking to get the balance right between
the cheapest pump and the most
effective operation.

Producer Mark Herbert, who also worked
on Phoenix Nights with Peter Kay, is
a regular visitor to the UTC. For one
project, Mark set students a challenge
to develop and launch a music video
for their unit on audio-visual promos,
or a film trailer linked to their unit on
production and post-production for film.

Students have to come up with a
winning design that balances price and
function to the optimum – an ambitious
project for Year 10 students but one that
UTC students have relished. At the end,
students visit a Rolls-Royce plant to see
what hi-tech engineering looks like in

UTC students had to present their
work to Mark at the end of the year
and present it to the public as part of
the South Yorkshire Film Network’s
‘Showroom Shorts’ event at the
Showroom Cinema.

practice.

To find out more about employer-led learning and projects at Sheffield’s
Olympic Legacy Park campus visit: utcsheffield.org.uk/computing,
utcsheffield.org.uk/health, utcsheffield.org.uk/sport
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Mentoring

Placements, Trips and Tours

Mentoring is an important element of the
many and varied ways in which employers are
actively involved with the UTC.

Work experience at the UTC is all about
matching interests with opportunities. In
addition to regular work experience, you could
be on our unique Spot the Talent programme
where students are matched very specifically
with particular employers and projects or types
of work based on their strengths and interests.
There is a careful selection and preparation
process, which might involve an interview
with the employer. This type of placement can
vary in length and provides an outstanding
opportunity to gain an insight into what it is
like to work in the sector.

The Employer Mentor programme involves
sessions where students are matched with
UTC employer supporters from different
sectors. Each employer is matched to a small
number of students with interests relevant to
their specialism.

In the employer
mentoring sessions, you will
have the opportunity to find
out about the employer’s
career journey, ask what
employers are looking for
from potential employees and
generally find out more about
the industry sector that you
are interested in.

In addition, you will have the opportunity
to visit employer premises as well as to
participate in national competitions and
events as part of your studies. This builds up a
rich mix of experience that complements your
studies, helping to develop your confidence
and communication skills.
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These are just some
of the employers you’ll

MEDICA

AMRC
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be working with:
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“Rolls-Royce is pleased to support UTC Sheffield with our
curriculum challenge based on a fuel pump, delivered by
our early career graduate trainees and apprentices. We are
supporting a number of university technology colleges near
to our major UK sites, as we see engineering UTCs as a key
source of future talent for our business and our supply chain.”
Nicola Swaney, Education Outreach Manager at Rolls-Royce plc

“Sumo has historically built relationships with universities
and colleges all over the world and is a proud partner of UTC
Sheffield. Their commitment to nurturing talent and training
students to achieve goals, both individually and as a team,
is echoed within the culture of Sumo’s studios. Long may it
continue.”
Darren Mills, Co-founder and Executive Art Director, Sumo Digital,
an international game development studio
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Two
outstanding
campuses
Both of UTC Sheffield’s campuses offer the
latest industry-relevant facilities for work-related
learning and teaching.
The aim is to equip students with the knowledge, skills and
experience needed to use new technology in the workplace, and to
cope with the rapid pace of technological change.
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UTC Sheffield

Specialising in Engineering and Creative & Digital
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With a capacity for 600 learners,
our award-winning £9.9m
campus is located at the heart
of Sheffield’s creative and digital
industries sector, next to BBC
Radio Sheffield and close to
Sheffield Hallam University.
From the Creative Exchange on the ground
floor where students work independently
and in teams on their projects, through to
the roof-top sports pitch, the environment is
welcoming, spacious and exciting.

Facilities
Our state-of-the-art facilities for
Engineering and Creative & Digital are
second to none:
• Engineering mini-factories that
simulate the real manufacturing
environment
• High-spec prototyping workshop
• Computer Numerically Controlled
machine suite for producing items
designed by the students
• Advanced Mac-based design suites
with the latest hardware
• Suite of hi-tech studios and media
labs for Creative & Digital Media
projects including film, animation
and web application
• Superb art and design space
• Sound studio for creating radio
features or developing soundtracks
exploring music technology and
speech projects
• Advanced IT workshop for exploring
the components of technology
hardware and software design
• Raspberry Pi and Arduino Labs
• Leisure and study areas with topspec wi-fi capability
• Multi-use rooftop sports pitch
• Attractive all-day restaurant

The City’s main bus and rail stations,
including a Supertram stop, are just moments
away, making the UTC easily accessible from
across the Sheffield City Region. In fact,
students come from a wide range of areas
beyond Sheffield.
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UTC Sheffield

Specialising in Health Sciences, Sport Science and Computing
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Our second £10m purpose build
UTC campus is located on the
visionary Olympic Legacy Park
(OLP) in the Don Valley between
Rotherham and Sheffield. The
UTC opened in September 2016
and will offer a total of 600 places
by 2019.
The OLP is on the main Supertram link from
Sheffield City Centre to Meadowhall and will
soon benefit from a new high-speed bus
service, making it easy to reach for students
across the Sheffield City Region.
The Olympic Legacy Park represents a £55m
investment in a hub of research, learning
and professional sport. The OLP will host
professional rugby of both codes, as well as
professional basketball. It will sit alongside
the English Institute of Sport, Ice Sheffield
and Sheffield Arena, with Sheffield Hallam
University City Athletics Stadium and Sports
Park nearby. All of these facilities host
international competitions and professional
sport.
The Park will also be home to the new
Advanced Wellbeing Research Centre, a
collaboration between the Sheffield Hallam
Sports Engineering Research Centre, the
National Centre for Sports and Exercise
Medicine, and the Sheffield Teaching Hospitals
Trust. Already global technology giant Toshiba
has signed up as a partner.
The OLP provides a unique environment,
unrivalled anywhere else in the UK, for
learning in healthcare, wellbeing, sports
science and computing.

Facilities
UTC Sheffield Olympic Legacy Park offers
outstanding facilities and technology:
• Activity Studio including a state-ofthe-art 3-D motion capture facility
• Sports Science Laboratory for
detailed assessment of individual
performance
• Fitness Suite
• Health and Development Suite
including a flexible ward set up, a
child development area and a facility
for an operational ambulance
• User experience (UX) research
laboratory
• Flexible IT environments for creating,
inventing and testing with technology
• Multiple computer suites
• Project Centre with flexible spaces
for group and individual working
• Rooftop Science Terrace
• Leisure and study areas with topspec wi-fi capability
• Dedicated use of professional
standard Rugby Stadium
• Dedicated use of professional
standard Basketball Stadium
• Attractive all-day restaurant with
a rooftop terrace overlooking the
Rugby Stadium
The whole Park will provide a healthy
environment where students are
encouraged to live what they learn
and understand how to maintain and
improve their own wellbeing.
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“Sheffield Hallam University
is excited to be taking up a
key role in the sponsorship
of this new UTC. With our
world-renowned expertise
in health-care and sports
science, we are delighted to
be able to work alongside
employers to help shape
the curriculum at the
UTC. This will ensure that
students benefit from a rich
learning experience that
will prepare them brilliantly
for work or further study
upon completion of their
qualifications.”

“We are delighted at the
news that Sheffield is
to have its second UTC
and that this one will be
dedicated to providing
skilled, motivated and wellprepared young people to
help support the health
and wellbeing of future
generations.”
Sir Andrew Cash, Chief Executive,
Sheffield Teaching Hospitals NHS
Foundation Trust

Professor Karen Bryan,
Pro Vice-Chancellor for the Faculty of
Health and Wellbeing at Sheffield Hallam
University
UTC student Kayla on placement with UTC sponsor, Sheffield
Hallam University
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Five exciting
specialisms
Pursue your passion for:

Computing
Creative & Digital
Engineering
Health Sciences
Sport Science

@ Olympic Legacy Park
@ City Centre

@ City Centre

@ Olympic Legacy Park

@ Olympic Legacy Park

These specialisms have been chosen because they
match the growth areas for jobs in our region.
The Sheffield City Region Growth Plan aims
to generate 30,000 jobs in highly skilled
occupations and to bring 6,000 additional
businesses to the area in the next 10 years.

Healthcare Technologies and Creative &
Digital Industries are two of the three key
sectors alongside Advanced Engineering &
Manufacturing that will propel this growth.
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Computing
Are you full of ideas? Do you enjoy using
technology to make and create? At the UTC you
could bring your ideas to life in all sorts of ways
– coding, playing with ‘big data’ to find hidden
patterns and trends, making apps and digital
products that are really engaging for people to use.
Employers are becoming increasingly dependent on these skills as technology is
now such a big factor in almost every walk of life. In fact, the digital technology
sector is predicted to grow faster than all other occupation categories by 2020,
and not just in London.
The North of England is fast becoming a centre of excellence for bright ideas and
new companies using digital technology. The two major universities in Sheffield
City Region are undertaking groundbreaking research using digital technology
and data – especially in the area of health and sport. All of this technology-based
work and research is driving real change in how we live and work and spend our
leisure time. You could be part of that.
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What job could I get?
Below are a few examples of the many jobs available within
computing professions which need young people with
technical skills:

Software Developer

User Experience Expert

Also known as programmers or coders,
software developers design and build
computer systems for all sorts of
uses – from healthcare systems to
manufacturing robotics, to software in
customer electronics like mobile apps.

User experience (UX) roles are focused on
creating a successful digital experience.
That means understanding what users need
and what problems need solving. Psychology
plays a large part. There are a variety of
roles available in the field.

Games Developer

Data Scientist

Computer games developers produce
games for PCs, games consoles, the
internet and mobile devices. Games
design, looking at how a game might play,
how a level might work, what will make
it engaging for users, are all key skills
alongside programming.

Data scientists capture and develop ways
of learning from data. They work in all
sorts of organisations and they have to
understand the problems they’re trying
to solve, so they need to be good with
organisations and people as well as
computing.

More Career Ideas: Operational Researcher, Information Scientist, IT Security, Systems
Analyst, Website Designer, Telecommunications Engineer, Network Engineer…

Employment of
tech specialists
is growing over
four times faster
than other UK
professions

Useful Links

• madewithcode.com
• uk.code.org
For more job profiles visit:
• nationalcareersservice.direct.gov.uk
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What will I study?
You will study a combination of highly regarded technical
qualifications in your specialist subject alongside GCSEs
and A Levels.
At Key Stage 4

At Key Stage 5

You will study an OCR Cambridge National
Level 2 in IT alongside GCSEs:

You will study an OCR Cambridge Technical Level
3 in IT alongside courses including A Levels.

GCSE choices include:

A Level choices include (you can choose
up to 3 A Levels alongside your technical
specialism):

•
•
•

Mathematics
English Language and Literature
Sciences: Biology, Chemistry and
Physics leading to Triple Science (3
GCSEs) or Double Science (2 GCSEs)

You will also be able to choose from a variety
of other GCSEs including:
•
•
•
•
•

Computing
French
Geography
Physical Education
Psychology

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Biology
Chemistry
Computer Science
English Language
English Literature
Maths
Further Maths (if you are taking Maths)
Physics
Psychology

...Plus options for Level 3 Extended Project,
Level 3 Core Maths and GCSE resits in English,
Maths and Science.
The above A Levels are offered at the Olympic Legacy Park
campus as they complement the relevant specialisms, but
you can also choose A Levels offered at the City Centre
campus including Art, Photography and Product Design.
For advice, please email info@utcsheffield.org.uk

Your studies will include a broad range of curriculum and enrichment
opportunities to give you a well-rounded education with a particular emphasis on
careers advice and the world of work.
Please go to the Curriculum section to find out more.
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Employer-led projects
You will undertake projects set by some of the region’s
leading IT companies.
We already have organisations with major
IT departments involved in the UTC –
organisations such as the Home Office, SIV
and Sheffield Teaching Hospitals Trust –
alongside local entrepreneurial companies
such as BirchenhallHowden, Mundojumbo,
Scrapbook Development, SkillsLogic, and
Yoomee.
You will work with computing professionals
on a whole range of project ideas – not just
related to healthcare and sports; for example
you might be working with the Home Office on
a project to look at ideas for managing airport
congestion.
Given the location on the Olympic Legacy
Park and the focus on Health Sciences as
well as Computing, there will be significant
opportunities to work with athletes and
healthcare professionals on projects to do with
health, wellbeing and lifestyle. For example,
you might work with SIV (who run the English
Institute of Sport in Sheffield) on developing a
new wristband to help members monitor their
exercise.

“Everyday there’s new
stuff happening in our
industry – I love being
at the forefront, keeping
pace with the latest
technology”
Andrew Seaton, Resolve IT Solutions

“If you want to make
your community better,
you need data.”
Jag Goraya, Better with Data
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Creative
& Digital
Are you interested in designing and digital making,
filming and recording, writing and using your
imagination? The Creative & Digital Industries
are very diverse – ranging from advertising
to architecture and from fashion to film.
The Creative & Digital Industries specialism at UTC Sheffield provides students
with a wide range of digital skills, from vision and design to marketing and
communication. Skills that are applicable and sought-after across a wide range of
sectors, from advertising to engineering, from broadcasting to journalism.
As a Creative & Digital student you will learn in hi-tech studios and media labs
catering for film, photography, animation and web application. State-of-the-art
facilities also include a sound studio for creating radio features or developing
soundtracks exploring music technology and speech projects, as well as a superb
art and design space.
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What job could I get?
Below are a few examples of the many jobs available within
the creative and digital sector which need young people with
relevant skills:

Marketing Executive

Film Director

As a marketing executive, you would
promote your employer’s or your client’s
products, services or ideas. If you love
using your communication skills in a
creative way, this could be the ideal job
for you.

Directors have overall responsibility for
the way films and television programmes
are made. As a director, you would use
your creativity, organisational skills and
technical knowledge to manage the whole
production process.

Journalist

Graphic Designer

As a journalist you would research and
present news stories for print, television,
radio and the internet. If you have an
enquiring mind, excellent communication
skills and enjoy working with people this
job could be for you.

In this role you will work alongside your
clients, creating websites and other
promotional materials for them. This
could include graphics for packaging,
magazines, catalogues and flyers, to
name but a few examples.

More Career Ideas: Animator, Broadcast Engineer, Screenwriter, Photographer,
Film Maker, Set Designer, Media Researcher, Audio-Visual Technician, Studio Sound
Engineering, Editor, Advertising Executive….

Useful Links

The UK is the
world leader
in creative and
digital industries

For more job profiles visit:
• nationalcareersservice.direct.gov.uk
• creativeskillset.org/job_roles
The Creative Industries website
features lots of useful news and
information about the sector:
thecreativeindustries.co.uk/
creative-industries
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What will I study?
You will study a combination of highly regarded technical
qualifications in your specialist subject alongside GCSEs
and A Levels.
At Key Stage 4

At Key Stage 5

You will study an OCR Cambridge National
Level 2 in Creative iMedia alongside GCSEs:

You will study an OCR Cambridge Technical
Level 3 in Digital Media alongside courses
including A Levels.

•
•
•

Mathematics
English Language and Literature
Sciences: Biology, Chemistry and
Physics leading to Triple Science (3
GCSEs) or Double Science (2 GCSEs)

You will also be able to choose from a variety
of other GCSEs including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Art
French
Geography
Photography
Product Design
Systems, control and electronics

A Level choices include (you can choose
up to 3 A Levels alongside your technical
specialism):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Art
Chemistry
English Literature
Maths
Further Maths (if you are taking Maths)
Photography
Physics
Product Design

...Plus options for Level 3 Extended Project,
Level 3 Core Maths and GCSE resits in English,
Maths and Science.
The above A Levels are offered at the City Centre campus
as they complement the relevant specialisms, but you
can also choose A Levels offered at the Olympic Legacy
Park campus including Biology, Computer Science, English
Language and Psychology. For advice, please email
info@utcsheffield.org.uk

Your studies will include a broad range of curriculum and enrichment
opportunities to give you a well-rounded education with a particular emphasis on
careers advice and the world of work.
Please go to the Curriculum section to find out more.
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Employer-led projects
Our City Centre campus is ideally placed in Sheffield’s
thriving creative quarter giving students access to industry
leading companies.
As a student at the UTC, you will work on
multimedia projects with companies such
as Sumo Digital and WARP Films, or on local
festivals with national or even international
reputation like Sensoria and Doc/Fest.
For example, UTC students have worked
with Sheffield games company Mudlark
(who designed the London transport app) to
develop an app to support young people not in
employment. BAFTA award-winning Warp Films
set UTC students the challenge of creating a
film trailer which they then judged. As a UTC
student you could be working with Sheffield
Live TV designing promotional material for
their new shows or with Steel City Media who
have created promos for Red Bull.
Alongside these projects, students benefit
from trips to industry specialists, employer
mentoring sessions and masterclasses, as
well as the ‘Spot the Talent’ bespoke work
experience programme.

“The best things
the UTC has given
me are networking
opportunities and
the chance to meet
employers who give
you work experience
or opportunities that
further your career.
I’ve met some pretty
amazing people and I’m
already on the way to
where I want to go.”
Mitch Morton, now studying Music
Technology at Leeds Beckett University
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Engineering
If you like to get to the bottom of how things work,
solve problems, invent and make, Engineering
is for you. You could be helping to design and
construct visionary buildings, developing the latest
green technology to save the planet, or inventing
new medical devices to improve healthcare.
Engineering is a combination of science and maths used to solve real-life problems.
There are lots of different types of engineers who work in all sorts of places offices, laboratories, hospitals, hi-tech manufacturing, to name a few. You could be
improving the performance of new tennis rackets, helping to develop artificial limbs
or working in a team to help a community recover from a natural disaster.
The Engineering specialism at UTC Sheffield will provide you with the knowledge
and skills to work across this diverse and growing sector. You will learn in stateof-the-art facilities including mini-factories that simulate the real manufacturing
environment, high-spec prototyping workshops and sophisticated machine suites
– working on challenges set by employers that will stretch you and build your
industry skills.
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What job could I get?
Below are a few examples of the many jobs available within
the Engineering sector which need young talented people with
technical and scientific skills:

Aerospace Engineer

Civil Engineer

As an aerospace engineer you will design,
build and maintain aircraft with the
parts and instruments that go into them.
You will be working at the forefront of
technology.

If you enjoy designing and building then
civil engineering could be for you. You
would plan, design and manage a variety
of construction projects. You could work
on everything from bridges and tall
buildings to transport links and sports
stadiums.

Design Engineer
You will research and develop ideas
for new products and systems used to
make them, as well as improving existing
products. You will use computer-aided
design software and you might be working
on the redesign of a mobile phone,
developing high-performance sports
textiles or designing new motorcycle parts.

Nanotechnologist
As a nanotechnologist you will design
and build devices on a tiny scale. You
could work in areas such as robotics or
medicine, pushing the boundaries by
thinking small.

More Career Ideas: Marine Engineer, CNC Programmer, Mechanical Engineer, CAD
Design Officer, Architect, Clinical Engineer, 3D Printing Specialist, Manufacturing
Supervisor, Electrical Engineer…

The average salary
of an engineering
and technology
graduate is nearly
20% higher than
across all sectors

Useful Links

For more job profiles visit:
• nationalcareersservice.direct.gov.uk
• tomorrowsengineers.org.uk

For information on the role of
engineering in today’s society
visit: engineeringuk.com
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What will I study?
You will study a combination of highly regarded technical
qualifications in your specialist subject alongside GCSEs
and A Levels.
At Key Stage 4

At Key Stage 5

You will study an OCR Cambridge National
Level 2 in Engineering Manufacture,
Engineering Design and System & Control or a
Level 2 BTEC First Diploma, alongside GCSEs:

You will study an OCR Cambridge Technical
Level 3 in Engineering or a Level 3 BTEC
National Diploma alongside courses including
A Levels.

•
•
•

Mathematics
English Language and Literature
Sciences: Biology, Chemistry and
Physics leading to Triple Science (3
GCSEs) or Double Science (2 GCSEs)

You will also be able to choose from a variety
of other GCSEs including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Art
French
Geography
Photography
Product Design
Systems, control and electronics

A Level choices include (you can choose
up to 3 A Levels alongside your technical
specialism):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Art
Chemistry
English Literature
Maths
Further Maths (if you are taking Maths)
Photography
Physics
Product Design

...Plus options for Level 3 Extended Project,
Level 3 Core Maths and GCSE resits in English,
Maths and Science.
The above A Levels are offered at the City Centre campus as
they complement the relevant specialisms, but you can also
choose A Levels offered at the Olympic Legacy Park campus
including Biology, Computer Science, English Language and
Psychology. For advice, please email info@utcsheffield.org.uk

Your studies will include a broad range of curriculum and enrichment
opportunities to give you a well-rounded education with a particular emphasis on
careers advice and the world of work.
Please go to the Curriculum section to find out more.
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Employer-led projects
As a UTC student you will get the unique opportunity to
work on projects set by employers, including companies
such as TATA Steel, Rolls-Royce and Siemens.
You could be working with virtual reality
software to design the latest prosthetics limbs
with Sheffield Hallam University, or working
with The University of Sheffield’s Advanced
Manufacturing Research Centre with Boeing
using your innovation skills to come up with
new ideas.
Engineering commissions, competitive
challenges and manufacturing commissions
will form the base of many of your projects.
Previous UTC employer-led projects have
included working on components for global
operator AESSEAL which supplies over
100 countries with mechanical seals that
prevent liquid and gases from escaping into
the environment. The students have also
shown their high-tech skills with Newburgh
Precision, one of the UK’s leading contract
manufacturers.
Students have also worked with ex-Formula
1 engineer Dan Fleetcroft from PES
Performance, designing golf clubs. As a UTC
student this could be you… designing race
cars or working on a project set by Jaguar
Land Rover.

“The last 12 months
has been one of pure
inspiration, to see kids
with a thirst for learning
in an environment that
stimulates, challenges
and supports and will
ultimately deliver an
engineering skill set
that our region needs
to prosper. Siemens are
delighted to support the
UTC and help deliver
professional engineers
of the future through
direct mentoring on
curriculum projects
and more general
career guidance.
Congratulations.”
Jon Stewart, Metals Technologies
Director, Siemens plc
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Health
Sciences
The Health Sciences specialism at the UTC
Olympic Legacy Park will provide students with
the knowledge and skills to work across numerous
vocational areas of the healthcare and wellbeing
sectors.
Health Sciences looks at new ways to prevent as well as treat illness and help
people to lead healthier lives. Breakthroughs in medicine and health are
happening every day. As s student at the UTC you will look at both the application
of healthcare and the scientific research behind it.
Sheffield City Regions hosts a growing number of healthcare and wellbeing
companies and is also a hub for leading research and cutting edge technologies
in health, with national centres of excellence led by both universities, alongside
elite sporting bodies such as the English Institute of Sport.
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What job could I get?
Below are a few examples of the many jobs available within
healthcare and medical professions which need young people
with technical and scientific skills:

Clinical Engineering
and Medical Physics
The healthcare science team in this area
use their skills to develop methods of
measuring what is happening in the body,
devise new ways of diagnosing and treating
disease, as well as ensuring that equipment
is functioning safely and effectively.

Doctor
The traditional role of being a GP or hospital
doctor is changing rapidly and needs
people who not only understand medicine,
but are also technically adept, excellent
communicators and great at team work.

Dentist
As a Dentists you would diagnose, treat
and try to prevent problems affecting the
mouth and teeth and promote oral health.
Dentists need to have good hand-eye
coordination as well as good people skills.

Midwife
As a midwife you would care for and
support pregnant women and their
babies, before, during and after childbirth.
Excellent communication skills, and the
ability to gain people trust are must have
skills for this career.

More Career Ideas: Nurse, Hospital Play Specialist, Health Scientist, Physiotherapist,
Psychologist, Family Support Worker, Medical Lab Technician, Radiographer,
Operating Theatre Assistant…

The
Healthcare
Sector is
worth £100
billion

Useful Links

For more job profiles visit:
• nationalcareersservice.direct.gov.uk
The NHS Careers site also has a
wealth of information on jobs in
Health Sciences:
www.nhscareers.nhs.uk/explore-bycareer/healthcare-science
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What will I study?
You will study a combination of highly regarded technical
qualifications in your specialist subject alongside GCSEs
and A Levels.
At Key Stage 4

At Key Stage 5

You will study an OCR Cambridge National
Level 2 in Health alongside GCSEs:

You will study an OCR Cambridge Technical Level
3 in Health alongside courses including A Levels.

•
•
•

Mathematics
English Language and Literature
Sciences: Biology, Chemistry and
Physics leading to Triple Science (3
GCSEs) or Double Science (2 GCSEs)

You will also be able to choose from a variety
of other GCSEs including:
•
•
•
•
•

Computing
French
Geography
Physical Education
Psychology

A Level choices include (you can choose
up to 3 A Levels alongside your technical
specialism):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Biology
Chemistry
Computer Science
English Language
English Literature
Maths
Further Maths (if you are taking Maths)
Physics
Psychology

...Plus options for Level 3 Extended Project,
Level 3 Core Maths and GCSE resits in English,
Maths and Science.
The above A Levels are offered at the Olympic Legacy Park
campus as they complement the relevant specialisms, but
you can also choose A Levels offered at the City Centre
campus including Art, Photography and Product Design
(timetable permitting). For advice, please email
info@utcsheffield.org.uk

Your studies will include a broad range of curriculum and enrichment
opportunities to give you a well-rounded education with a particular emphasis on
careers advice and the world of work.
Please go to the Curriculum section to find out more.
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Employer-led projects
The location of the new UTC Sheffield campus on the
Olympic Legacy Park provides a unique opportunity
exciting projects spanning health and wellbeing.

The Olympic Legacy Park will be home to
the Advanced Wellbeing Research Centre,
a collaboration between Sheffield Hallam
University, the National Centre for Sport and
Exercise Medicine and Sheffield Teaching
Hospitals.
As a student at the UTC you will work with
healthcare professionals, research scientists,
coders and data scientists on projects about
how to improve human body and apply these
to healthcare using technology.

For example, you could be working with the
University of Sheffield on the Patients as
Educators Project. During the project you will
get to meet real patients and learn about their
condition, treatment plan and experience of
care. You will see demonstrations of skills
associated with individual patient care. You
will apply this information to case studies and
look at ways to better improve care and patient
experience, as well as discussing this with
health professionals.
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Sport
Science
The Sport Science specialism at UTC Sheffield
Olympic Legacy Park provides students with the
knowledge and skills to work across numerous
areas of the sports and wellbeing sectors.
Understanding how sport, exercise and lifestyle effects the body is the basis of
Sport Science. Breakthroughs in Sport designed initially to help elite athletes
gain an edge are now being used to improve community health as well, the sports
sector and the failed of exercise medicine is a growing area of research and study.
Sheffield City Region hosts a growing number of healthcare technology companies
and is also a hub for leading research in sport, health and wellbeing, with national
centres of excellence led by both universities, alongside elite sports bodies such
as The English Institute of Sport.
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What job could I get?
Below are just a few examples of the many jobs available within
sport and medical professions which need young people with
technical and scientific skills:

Sports Physiotherapist

Nutritionist

Sports physiotherapists help sportsmen
and women perform at their best by
identifying and treating sports injuries.
They develop treatment programmes to
help recovery and also give advice on how
to avoid sports injury.

Nutritionists carry out research and
use scientific knowledge to provide
information and advice about the effects
of food and nutrition on health and
wellbeing.

Elite Athlete
Elite Athletes are skilled and talented
sportsmen and women who are paid to
compete in their chosen sport. You need
to be physically fit and have a competitive
nature.

Sport and Exercise Scientist
Using their scientific knowledge of the
human body and the way it moves and
the way people think sport and exercise
scientists to help clients improve their
sporting performance and general health.
In this job you will need to be organised
and be able to work in a team approach. .

More Career Ideas: Fitness Instructor, Coach, Sports Manager, Sporting Events
Coordinator, Personal Trainer, Sports Therapist, Teacher…

Sheffield City
Region is fast
becoming a hub
for sporting
technologies
in the UK

Useful Links

For more job profiles visit:
• nationalcareersservice.direct.gov.uk

British Association of Sport and
Exercise Sciences: bases.org.uk
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What will I study?
You will study a combination of highly regarded technical
qualifications in your specialist subject alongside GCSEs
and A Levels.
At Key Stage 4

At Key Stage 5

You will study an OCR Cambridge Certificate
Level 2 in Health and Sport Science alongside
GCSEs:

You will study an OCR Cambridge Technical
Level 3 in Sport and Physical Activity alongside
courses including A Levels.

GCSE choices include:

A Level choices include (you can choose
up to 3 A Levels alongside your technical
specialism):

•
•
•

Mathematics
English Language and Literature
Sciences: Biology, Chemistry and
Physics leading to Triple Science (3
GCSEs) or Double Science (2 GCSEs)

You will also be able to choose from a variety
of other GCSEs including:
•
•
•
•
•

Computing
French
Geography
Physical Education
Psychology

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Biology
Chemistry
Computer Science
English Language
English Literature
Maths
Further Maths (if you are taking Maths)
Physics
Psychology

...Plus options for Level 3 Extended Project,
Level 3 Core Maths and GCSE resits in English,
Maths and Science.
The above A Levels are offered at the Olympic Legacy Park
campus as they complement the relevant specialisms, but
you can also choose A Levels offered at the City Centre
campus including Art, Photography and Product Design.
For advice, please email info@utcsheffield.org.uk

Your studies will include a broad range of curriculum and enrichment
opportunities to give you a well-rounded education with a particular emphasis on
careers advice and the world of work.
Please go to the Curriculum section to find out more.
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Employer-led projects
The location of Sheffield’s newest UTC on the Olympic
Legacy Park provides a unique opportunity for exciting
projects spanning sport, wellbeing and technology.
The Olympic Legacy Park will be home to
the new Advanced Wellbeing Research
Centre, a collaboration between the
Sheffield Hallam University Sports
Engineering Research Centre, the National
Centre for Sport and Exercise Medicine
and Sheffield Teaching Hospitals. It will
also be home to professional rugby and
basketball stadiums and is already home
to the English Institute of Sport and
iceSheffield.
You will work with athletes, healthcare
professionals, data scientists and coders
on projects about how to improve the
performance of the human body.
For example, you could be working with
a professional athlete and their coach,
understanding how they build strength
when they are training and apply this
to people who are managing a chronic
asthmatic condition. Or you could be
working on a project about reducing the
risk of sports injury alongside athletes,
paramedics and physiotherapists.
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“UTC has been a great
experience, I’ve made
so many new friends
and the teachers are
great. I love using all
the industry standard
machinery and learning
new skills. Everything
we learn here is what
they actually do in the
real world.”
Tareq, Y12
Engineering specialism

“The independent
learning at the UTC is
great, it’s setting you
up for the future and life
after the UTC.”

“The UTC’s been great,
I’ve made loads of
friends and had loads of
fantastic experiences.
All the technical
equipment is amazing!”

Molly, former student
Creative & Digital specialism

Hannah, former student
Creative & Digital specialism
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Student
experience
UTC Sheffield offers a dynamic, career-focused
and supportive learning environment.

Pictured: Employer mentor Cristina Cooney, Rolls-Royce
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Key Stage 4
(Years 10 and 11)
GCSEs alongside technical qualifications
working with top employers and universities
At Key Stage 4, you will study for a
technical qualification in your specialist
area of interest – Computing, Creative
& Digital, Engineering, Health Sciences
or Sport Science – alongside GCSEs in
core subjects.

At City Centre:
Specialist areas are Engineering and
Creative & Digital Industries.
GCSE subjects are:
• English Language and Literature
• Mathematics
• Sciences: Biology, Chemistry and
Physics leading to Triple Science (3
GCSEs) or Double Science (2 GCSEs)
You will also be to choose from a
variety of options for one other GCSE
including:

“Being at the UTC is
hard work, but it’s
a great place to go
and it specialises
in my interests.”
Ruby, former KS4 student, now KS5

•
•
•
•
•
•

Art
French
Geography
Photography
Product Design
Systems, control and electronics

These subjects have been chosen to
complement the Creative & Digital and
Engineering.
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FRI

8
9
10
11
LUNCH
13
14
15
16

At Olympic Legacy Park:

At both campuses:

Specialist areas are Health Sciences,
Sport Science and Computing.

You will also participate in employerled projects to experience ‘real-world’
challenges, developing your business
and employability skills (see page 8).

GCSE subjects are:
• English Language and Literature
• Mathematics
• Sciences: Biology, Chemistry and
Physics leading to Triple Science (3
GCSEs) or Double Science (2 GCSEs)
You will also be to choose from a
variety of options for one other GCSE
including:
•
•
•
•
•

Computing
French
Geography
Physical Education
Psychology

These subjects have been chosen to
complement the Health Sciences, Sport
Science and Computing specialisms.
The whole Park will provide a healthy
environment where students are
encouraged to live what they learn and
understand how to maintain and improve
their own wellbeing.

Your timetable will include other
opportunities to build your confidence,
judgement, knowledge and skills,
including:
• Information, Advice and Guidance
for Careers
• Citizenship
• Personal Social and Health
Education
• Sports and Physical Eduction
Plus, you will have a choice of interesting
and varied enrichment activities (see
page 53).
The overall curriculum, including
employer-led projects and enrichment
activities, is designed to help you
develop in a rounded way and prepare
you for the next step at age 16 – at the
UTC, in a school sixth form or college, or
on an apprenticeship.
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Key Stage 5
(Years 12 and 13)
A Levels alongside technical qualifications
working with top employers and universities
At Key Stage 5, you will study for
a technical qualification at Level 3
in your specialist area of interest
– Computing, Creative & Digital,
Engineering, Health Sciences or
Sport Science alongside courses
including A Levels.
There are also a limited number of Level 2
places where you will study GCSE resits in
core subjects and OCR Level 2 technical
qualifications as at Key Stage 4.

“We inspire and nurture
our young people to
develop as rounded
individuals with the
confidence, independence,
outlook and capabilities to
follow whatever paths they
choose in life – whether
that is into university or
into employment.”
Nick Crew, Executive Principal, UTC Sheffield

At City Centre:
Specialist areas are Engineering and
Creative & Digital Industries.
A Levels options include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Art
Chemistry
English Literature
Maths
Further Maths (if you are taking Maths)
Photography
Physics
Product Design

These subjects have been chosen
to complement the Engineering and
Creative & Digital specialisms but A
Level options have been timetabled to
synchronise at both UTC campuses to
allow the option to study a choice of A
Levels across both centres. Please email
info@utcsheffield.org.uk to discuss.
At KS5, you also have options for Level 3
Extended Project and Level 3 Core Maths.
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FRI

8
9
10
11
LUNCH
13
14
15
16

At Olympic Legacy Park:

At both campuses:

Specialist areas are Computing,
Health Sciences and Sport Science.

You will also participate in employerled projects to experience ‘real-world’
challenges, developing your business
and employability skills (see page 8).

A Levels options include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Biology
Chemistry
Computer Science
English Language
English Literature
Maths
Further Maths (if you are taking Maths)
Physics
Psychology

These subjects have been chosen to
complement the Health Sciences, Sport
Science and Computing specialisms but
A Level options have been timetabled to
synchronise at both UTC campuses to
allow the option to study a choice of A
Levels across both centres. Please email
info@utcsheffield.org.uk to discuss.
At KS5, you also have options for Level 3
Extended Project and Level 3 Core Maths.

Your timetable will include other
opportunities to build your confidence,
judgement, knowledge and skills
including:
• Information, Advice and Guidance
for Careers
• Citizenship
• Personal Social and Health
Education
• Sports and Physical Eduction
Plus, you will have a choice of interesting
and varied enrichment activities (see
page 53).
The overall curriculum, including
employer-led projects and enrichment
activities, is designed to help you develop
in a rounded way and get you ready for the
next step at age 18 – into university, onto
an advanced or higher apprenticeship, or
directly into employment.

Working with Printmaker, Samantha Groom
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A focused, friendly
and fun environment
At the UTC, you feel as though you are working in a
business environment. The day starts at 8.30am
and ends at 4.50pm (3.50pm on Mondays and
Fridays) to provide a greater range of learning
opportunities. You will have time set aside for
project work and independent study, with support to
help you where you need it. At KS4 you will do your
homework at the UTC leaving your evenings free for
friends and family.
The bar is set high in terms of expectations of behaviour. The aim is
to help all members of the community to feel happy, safe and able to
fulfil their potential.
Technology is a core part of the learning experience at the UTC,
preparing you for the world of work. Students are encouraged to
bring their own laptops and mobile devices to college – or students
are provided with a laptop – and there are computer studios with the
latest software for students to use as well.
All students have the opportunity to experience a range of activities
to enrich their learning, broaden their horizons and to offer the
chance to try out new things or follow up interests. These can range
from sporting activities to hobby clubs, cultural awareness sessions,
language and enterprise clubs.
Alongside studies, there are plenty of opportunities to relax in the allday restaurant or enjoy the rooftop multi-use games pitch. Students
report that they find the UTC friendly and fun.
Crucially, students will develop their communication and team
working skills – learning how to engage with people, respect diversity
and difference, listen and question, build relationships, participate in
dialogue and group work, and bring ideas together.

“It’s like
a family,
everyone
works well
together,
so I love
it here”
Brooke, Y13
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Jack

Anjali

Creative & Digital alongside
GCSEs at the UTC

Engineering alongside GCSEs
and now A Levels at the UTC

Jack joined the UTC in Year 10 and
is now hoping to pursue a career in
pharmacy. This Creative & Digital
student was originally attracted to UTC
because of the opportunity to study in
a new and creative environment and to
be part of the first Year 10 cohort at UTC
Sheffield.

Anjali (pictured with Meg Munn MP)
already has her career path mapped
out – she wants to be a Structural
Engineer – and that’s just what the UTC
is helping her to achieve.

He has since discovered a passion for
science: “The UTC is really strong in
science. It’s not something I had enjoyed
or been good at before but the staff here
have really brought the subject to life for
me.” Jack received two A*s in Science
in his GCSE results. He now wants to
pursue a career in pharmacy.
“Everyone is really focused here, but
it’s still relaxed. It’s like a college
environment really. You’re treated like an
adult and given project time to complete
your homework. This teaches you to be
independent and it’s something that I
think has prepared me for my A Levels
and to go onto university.”

“I have a really good relationship with
the teachers, it’s very easy to talk to
them. I feel they really care here. It’s so
much more focused at the UTC – it’s
about having a passion for particular
subjects.
“People here are really keen to learn.
The students at the UTC come here to
get ahead. Most students are like me –
they don’t want to mess about. Everyone
wants to succeed, so it makes it much
easier to concentrate on learning. I feel
more secure here, especially about
ultimately getting a job.”
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Jacob

Molly

Engineering alongside A
Levels at the UTC

Creative & Digital alongside
A Levels at the UTC

Jacob (left) from Rotherham is now
studying an automotive engineering
degree at Sheffield Hallam University
after sixth form studies at the UTC.

Aspiring producer Molly is now studying
television and radio production at the
University of Salford in Manchester,
located on the iconic MediaCity UK
campus.

“I really enjoyed my studies at UTC
Sheffield. It was totally different from
being at school. The experience went
beyond my expectations and they were
pretty high to start with.”
Whilst at the UTC Jacob won a
bronze medal at the WorldSkills UK
Skills Competition, up against tough
competition from companies and
universities.
“The opportunities have been amazing –
taking part in WorldSkills and securing a
two-month work experience placement,
one day a week with PES Performance,
are some of the highlights. I had the
task of investigating the possibility of
developing a collapsible high-heeled
shoe!”

Whilst at the UTC, Molly created an art
house music video for local band The
Sherlocks in response to a brief set by
award-winning independent production
company Warp Films. The video was
released by the band as the group’s
official music video for their debut single
Live for the Moment and attracted over
55,000 views. Molly’s film was showcased
along with other students’ music videos
and film trailers as part of a short film
series at the Showroom Cinema.
“I was thrilled at gaining a university
place at MediaCity, which is the
northern base for the BBC. This has
been my aspiration since the age of
15. It’s been brilliant being able to
study both academic and technical
qualifications at the UTC, which has
given me industry skills.”
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Pathways
At the UTC, excellence is our driving force.
We want to ensure that you are equipped for
a fulfilling career, whether you progress onto
an apprenticeship, into university, or directly
into employment supported by continuous
professional development.

You will progress within
the UTC based on your
achievements and not on
your age.

There are two dimensions to progression
– progression within UTC Sheffield and
progression after leaving the UTC, as
illustrated below.
Entry at 14

Progression at 16 within the UTC
or Entry at 16

You can enter the UTC at age 14 (Year 10) and
be placed on a Level 2 course in your chosen
specialism alongside GCSEs

If you progress within the UTC, or enter at 16,
move onto a Level 2 or Level 3 course in your
chosen specialism alongside A Levels

Level 2 Technical Studies

Level 2 Technical Studies

Level 3 Technical Studies

GCSEs

A Levels
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You can enter the UTC at age 14
(into Year 10) or at age 16 (into
Year 12) on one of two entry
pathways in each case.
Options for Technical Studies are:
Computing, Creative & Digital, Engineering,
Health Sciences or Sport Science
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We work with our extensive range of partners,
including universities, employers, schools
and colleges, specialist training centres
and apprenticeship providers, to offer you
the widest possible range of options for
progressing from the UTC.
At every stage, you will have access to
independent advice and guidance as well as
tutor and mentor support to help you choose
the right option for you.

Progression at 16 outside the UTC

Progression at 18

If you choose to leave
the UTC at age 16, you may progress to:

Progression from
the UTC at age 18 can lead to:

Intermediate apprenticeship (Level 2)

Advanced apprenticeship (Level 3)

Advanced apprenticeship (Level 3)

Higher apprenticeship (Level 4/5)

A Levels

Foundation Degree

Other Training

Degree

Employment

Employment
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KS5 technical and
academic pathway options
Route 1
University Pathway

Route 2
Technical Higher
Apprenticeship Pathway
or University Pathway

Technical
Extended Certificate
/ Applied General
Equivalent to
1 × A2

Foundation Diploma
Equivalent to 1.5 × A2

Route 3
Technical Baccalaureate

Technical Higher
Apprenticeship Pathway
or University Pathway

Route 4
Technical
Apprenticeship
Pathway

Diploma
Equivalent to up to 2 × A2

Diploma
Equivalent to 2 × A2
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The OCR Technical qualifications come in different sizes – Extended Certificate, Foundation Diploma,
Diploma – and therefore offer a lot of flexibility. All Level 3 Cambridge Technicals gain UCAS points
providing a strong base for progression to university. At KS5 you can combine the OCR Technicals
qualifications with A Levels in different ways to achieve your preferred route – university or apprenticeships.
Or you can keep your options open for both. Please ask us about the best combinations to get onto your
university course of choice as some may require less than indicated here.

A Level

A Level

A Level

Option One

Option Two

Option Three

A Level

A Level

A Level

Option One

Option Two

Option Three
(eg Further Maths with
complementary A-level subject)

A Level
Maths
or

Extended
Project

Core Maths

A Level
Option One

GCSE Resits
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Supporting
you to succeed

“I was underachieving
before, but since I
came here I have found
I am actually very
good at Engineering,
Maths and Science!”
Saad joined the UTC at 14. Before the
UTC, he had not really had any interest
in engineering – he thought it seemed a
“mucky and muddy” job – but through
his own research plus the support and
guidance of the UTC, Saad changed his
mind and saw the mathematical and
scientific side too. Now Saad plans to
go onto university to study Mechanical
Engineering up to Masters Level.

Every student has challenging
individual targets and clear
learning pathways and is known
and supported as an individual
by the Principal, the academic
team and our dedicated Learning
Support Managers. In addition,
students benefit from mentoring
and support from our employer
and university partners.
With just 600 learners (when full) on each
campus, there is scope to nurture and
support individual talent so that each student
can reach their potential and achieve their
ambitions.
We track achievement by stage, not age, so
individuals can be fast-tracked, where they
excel in certain areas, or receive additional
support on topics they find more challenging.
For example, any students who are not fluent
readers on entering the UTC will be given
additional support.
Parents and carers receive a Progress Tracker
report six times a year so they have a clear
and up-to-date picture. The Progress Tracker
also helps UTC staff to identify where help is
needed quickly and effectively.
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More than just academic support

Equality and inclusion

We are committed to ensuring that all our
students can enjoy every aspect of the UTC
and that as many young people as possible
who would benefit from what the UTC has to
offer have an opportunity to join. We can
advise on transport and finance if these are
concerns.

At UTC Sheffield, we pledge to respect
and value every learner as an individual,
irrespective of ability, race, gender or need,
and to enable every learner to participate fully
in all aspects of UTC life.

We are also concerned with the individual as a
whole person. Safeguarding and wellbeing are
always our highest priorities.

We are inclusive and we will accommodate
to support individual needs where possible,
drawing on specialist external advice and
expertise.
Our full Special Educational Needs and
Disability (SEND) Inclusion policy is available
to download from our website at
www.utcsheffield.org.uk/about/policies
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How to apply
UTC Sheffield admits students into Y10 and Y12.
At the City Centre campus there will be:
• 120 places for Year 10
• 180 places for Year 12
At the Olympic Legacy campus for entry in
September 2016 there will be:
• 120 places for Year 10
• 120 places for Year 12
There are no entry requirements at age 14.

Minimum entry requirements at
age 16 are:
Level 3 Technical Subject with A levels
• Grade 4 in English and Maths and grade
C in three further GCSEs. Grade C in
Science for Engineering, Health Sciences
and Sport Science Technical.
• Grade B or better in relevant GCSE
subjects on entry to A Level .
• Grade 6 in GCSE Maths for A Level Maths
and 7 for A Level Further Maths.
• Grade 5 in both GCSE English Literature
and English Language for A Level English
courses.
Technical Baccalaureate
• Grade 4 in English and Maths and grade C
in three further GCSEs.
• Grade C in Science for Engineering, Health
Sciences and Sport Science Technical.
Level 2 ‘Bridging the Gap’ year
• Grade D at GCSE, please contact the UTC
to discuss this option.

All Year 11 students in the UTC will have
an automatic right of transfer into the sixth
form, providing they meet the entry criteria,
but each year there will be at least 60
sixth form places available to external
applicants as well.
All applicants for Year 12 admission will be
expected to apply for one of the UTC’s five
specialisms.
•
•
•
•
•

Advanced Engineering and Manufacturing
Creative & Digital Industries
Health Sciences
Sport Science
Computing

In future years, the number of Y12 places at
the Olympic Legacy Park campus will increase
to 180.

Anyone is welcome to apply to the UTC, no
matter where they live, but the prime
focus of the UTC is on serving the needs
of Sheffield City Region, which covers:
Barnsley, Bassetlaw, Bolsover, Chesterfield,
Derbyshire Dales, Doncaster, North East
Derbyshire, Rotherham, Sheffield.
In the event of over-subscription every
attempt will be made to ensure that
applicants from across the city region have
a fair chance of gaining a place. The UTC will
not admit students on the basis of selection.
If places are over-subscribed the available
places will be split across the city region in
proportion to the numbers in the relevant
school years in each area, as set out in full in
the admissions policy at: utcsheffield.org.uk
Any applicants from outside the city region
will be included in the area of the city region
to which they are geographically closest.
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We encourage
everyone who
wishes to apply to
come to one of our
information and
showcase events.
To check dates
and book your
place, please visit:
utcsheffield.org.
uk/events

Year 10 applicants should apply online at
utcsheffield.org.uk/apply.
Paper application forms are also available to download from the website or can be obtained
directly from the UTC (see details overleaf).
Year 12 applicants should apply through the UCAS Progress service at ucasprogress.com where
UCAS Progress is used in schools. Please ask your school for details.
If you are not able to use UCAS Progress, please apply directly to the UTC, either online at
utcsheffield.org.uk/apply or by downloading a paper application form. Or you can contact the
UTC for a form (see details overleaf).
The official application deadline for Year 10 entry is 31 October 2015. The official deadline
for Year 12 applications is 31 January 2016. However, in both cases, late applications will be
accepted; places will be subject to availability, but there may well be opportunities to join the UTC.

UTC Mascot designed by Alex Gwynne
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Contact details
You can contact us by telephone, email or letter, or arrange
a meeting with the Executive Principal, Nick Crew, at:
UTC Sheffield
111 Matilda Street
Sheffield
S1 4QF
Telephone: 0114 260 3970
Email: admissions@utcsheffield.org.uk
Visit: utcsheffield.org.uk

utcsheffield.org.uk
@utcsheffield
facebook.com/utcsheffield

